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Jean-Michel OTHONIEL Kiku - Hiwamoegiiro (Siskin sprout yellow), 2020  Mirrored glass, stainless steel  39 x 47 x 49 cm, Unique
© Jean-Michel Othoniel / JASPAR, Tokyo 2020  Photo: Claire Dorn / Courtesy of the artist and Perrotin 
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Perrotin Tokyo is pleased to present a solo exhibition of new works by 
French artist Jean-Michel Othoniel, marking his frst gallery presentation 
in Japan. On view is a new series of glass sculptures and gold leaf paint-
ings that have never been seen before. 

This solo show in Japan follows the artist s retrospective at the Hara 
Museum in 2012. Othoniel continues his exploration of nature in a con-
templative approach by presenting new series of abstract and sensu-
ous artworks: the Kiku, inspired by the chrysanthemum gower and its 
symbolism in ancient Japanese culture.

With his installation showcasing sculptures as precious sacred talis-
mans, and calligraphic paintings as icons, Othoniel recreates inside the 
gallery space an enclosed forbidden garden of chrysanthemums, a 
dream world he named Yumeji in Japanese (  h translated as Dream 
Road). The word bears a dual meaning: eto dreami and eto meet some-
one you love in your dreamsi, as it appears in ancient Japanese poems 
(waka), published in the historical collections Kokin Wakashu and 

ةٝٗل 匌❨ןךֿכծٓؿ آծٍزأ؍ذ٦،➂أٝ ٝءؑى ٍؘٓךד傈劤ךزأ؍ذ٦،կずׅת׃ְ⪵㾜⦍ך倜⡲״חٕؒصز٥ٕؔ ٔ٦㾜כ➙㔐ָⴱׅתזהկ劤㾜כדծⴱⰕזה倜ךأ֮ٓؖדؤ٦ٔء甧⡤⡲ㅷװծꆃ皷欽ְ窩歗⡲ㅷָ㾜爙ׁׅתկ
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Jean-Michel OTHONIEL Kiku - Kakitsubatairo (Rabbit-ear iris color), 2020, Monotype on Japanese paper, 36 x 24 cm, 1/1 edition + 2 AP
© Jean-Michel Othoniel / JASPAR, Tokyo 2020  Photo: Claire Dorn / Courtesy of the artist and Perrotin 



Gosen Wakashu, in the 900s A.D.

By naming his exhibition Yumeji, Othoniel shows his romantic vision of 
the world and how such simple things as gowers are keys to emotions, 
a dream road to fantasies and imagination, and a way of looking at the 
world and see the marvels that surround us. For him, what is real is a 
continual source of symbol and wonder.

XThe chrysanthemum is one of the most important and symbolic 
Zowers in Japan. Known as the Zower that blooms during autumn 
as winter approaches, it has come to be a symbol of longevity and 
rejuvenation. I very much like this idea of a Zower blooming against 
all odds, Yghting to marvel while its surroundings have already 
began to fall asleep. It is one of the last blooming Zowers of the 
year,[ says Othoniel.

Originally imported from China to Japan in the eighth century as medi-
cal herbs, the chrysanthemum was admired by the court and aristocracy 
during the Heian and Kamakura periods as a symbol of longevity. In 
September, people would cover blossoms of chrysanthemum with 
pieces of cloth overnight. By wiping one s body with scented cloth 
soaked with dewdrops from the gowers, they prayed to purify their spirit 
and wished for a long life. Based on this custom, the combination of the 
chrysanthemum and dewdrops became a recurrent motif in classic 
poems and literature, which melancholically romanticized the gower s 
eternal life in contrast to the fragile and ephemeral nature of human life. 

Jean-Michel OTHONIEL Kiku - ľtaniro (Earthen yellow-red-brown), 2020, Mirrored glass, stainless steel, 49 x 49 x 47 cm, Unique
© Jean-Michel Othoniel / JASPAR, Tokyo 2020  Photo: Claire Dorn / Courtesy of the artist and Perrotin 
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The Kiku sculptures are organic in form, ambiguous, halfway between 
plants and knots, referring also to love and the art of knot-tying in Japa-
nese culture. Offering an alluring visual experience consistent in the art-
ist s sculptural work, the enigmatic forms of these mirrored knots recall 
the fatal seductiveness of a trap, while the bright and shimmering hues 
of the glass are as eye-catching.

XI always make a point of creating works that stimulate all senses, 
like a desire to lick or to touch; or creating shapes that evoke sen-
sual pleasure such as @the beauty of tight binding . The attractive-
ness of mirrored glass playing with the sight of the beholder work 
as a trap as well, since one can see their reZection in the knot 
sculpture in front of themselves, giving free rein to their imagina-
tion. There is more to this than meets the eye. These Zowers with 
erotic symbolism are attractive yet dangerous, like Baudelaire s 
Fleurs du Mal (Flowers of Evil), or @cultured nature , as one could 
say,[ says Othoniel.

The artist continues playing with a sense of contrast in his large-format 
paintings on canvas, almost abstract images made in black ink on layers 
of white gold leaf. These gigantic hallucinative shadows of gowers painted 
by Othoniel refer to a more anxious vision of the world. Contrary to the 
prismatic garden shown in the main space of the gallery, these dark 
calligraphic works bring the viewer into pure abstraction and contemplation. 
The Kiku paintings show the artist s fondness for the art of drawing that is 
at the very core of his practice since the beginning of his career.

More information about the exhibition 
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Jean-Michel OTHONIEL Kiku Chrysanteme, painting on canvas, black ink on white gold leaf, 164 x 
124 x 5 cm 
© Jean-Michel Othoniel / JASPAR, Tokyo 2020  Photo: Claire Dorn / Courtesy of the artist and Perrotin 

Jean-Michel OTHONIEL Kiku Chrysanteme, painting on canvas, black ink on white gold leafblack ink 
on white gold leaf, 164 x 124 x 5 cm
© Jean-Michel Othoniel / JASPAR, Tokyo 2020  Photo: Claire Dorn / Courtesy of the artist and Perrotin 
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Mounted on pedestals in a meticulous composition of colors, an instal-
lation of elegant sculptures of blossoms recalls the overwhelming goral 
displays the artist encountered during his numerous visits at the Bunkyo 
Chrysanthemum Festival. The three paintings on gold leaf are shown in 
a separate room.

Scenography

ٍؘ ٓٔ ٝ؎ًך٦ ծ岣䠐帾ֻכך㾜爙ׁח♳〴䏟鏣縧ׁחأ٦لأ 鼅ל葿䕙הֲת ⮚꧇ז䕝ⵟ⡲ㅷׅדկֿ ٝ؎ך ةٖأ ّٝء٦ ծؔכ זֻה䎗䏝ָٕؒصز 鏝㉏׃չ俑❨蝍אתպגח鋅ֽא㖇⦜涸ז㾜爙䟝饯ׇׁׅתկⴽ㹓כדծꆃ皷ח䲽ַ窩歗⡲ㅷ�挿ָ㾜爙ׁׅתկ

Jean-Michel Othoniel preparatory watercolor for eDream Roadi, 2019

Photograph of the Bunkyo Chrysanthemum Festival taken by Othoniel in 2018 



Biography
JEAN-MICHEL OTHONIEL

Born in 1964 in Saint-\tienne, France. Lives and works in Paris.

Since the end of the 1980s, Jean-Michel Othoniel has been inventing a 
world that encompasses boundless creativity, with works ranging from 
drawing to sculpture, installation to photography, and writing to perfor-
mance. He frst explored materials with reversible qualities such as sulphur 
and wax, and has been working with glass since 1993. His current work 
takes on an architectural dimension, creating encounters with gardens 
and historical sites through public and private commissions all over the 
world.

Metamorphoses, sublimations and transformations
In the early 1990s, Othoniel favored materials with poetic and sensitive 
properties and produced works in wax or sulphur that were presented by 
Jan Hoet at documenta in Kassel in 1992. In the same year, the works 
were also exhibited at the Hara Museum of Contemporary Art in Tokyo, 
marking Othoniel s frst presentation in Japan. 1993, which was when he 
began working with glass, was a major turning point in his work. Collabo-
rating with artisans from Murano, Othoniel explored the properties of the 
material that subsequently became his trademark. In 1996, during his res-
idency at the Villa Medici in Rome, he began creating works that interact 
with the landscape, hanging giant necklaces in the Villa Medici gardens or 

����䎃ծٓؿ ؍ؒذذٝ؟٥أٝ 㖈⡝կٔػկ植㖈ת欰חضٝ
آٍ ٝ�ؑءى ٥ٕؔ ء٦ّٖةأٝ؎ծ䕝ⵟ⡲ㅷծؚٝ؎٦ٗسծ״⼱����䎃➿䖓כٕؒصز ٝծⱖ溪ծ㛁瘗ծؿؓػ ծ〳וז躛װ為랕כկ䔲ⴱׅתְג竲ֽⶼ鸡ך歲⚅馄ִծ걄㚖דת荚חأٝو٦ 鷞䚍֮ך稆勞ך䱱稊ח㨣תծ����䎃ַؖכ ״ֲ欽ְأٓ ءّحى؝זⰕ涸٥猘涸ך⚥ծ⚅歲ִ⪑יⰯ⩎ז䒉眠涸כ⡲ㅷךٕؒصزկ鵚䎃ծؔ׃תזח կׅתְגזה鿇♧ך騊〷װ䏬㕦ג׃鸐ٝ
ؑءىٍٝآծ傻螟ծ㢌㺁أءؓؿ٦ٌةً ٥ٕؔ ����䎃ծَכ⡲ㅷ׃կֲֿ׃ת׃㨣⡲ㅷⵖ⡲欽ְ為랕װ躛״ծ����䎃➿ⴱ걧㥨稆勞א暴䚍ז籪稢ד鑖涸כٕؒصز ًؙسչג״חز٦ؿ٥ٝ ٥ؕخ؎سպةٝ կֿ׃ת㾜爙ׁד繟遭긫匌❨⾱זה㜥ך涪邌ךגⴱדծず䎃傈劤חההׁ➜稱גחٕإح ծָؔהֿ׃㼪Ⰵأٓؖג׃ה绒䎃ծ稆勞ך ؎هؚٝص٦ةז㣐ֹך⡲ㅷⵖ⡲ךٕؒصز يٓךկ擾箺ׅתזהزٝ 穠卓ծؖ竲ֽ䱱瑔ך暴䚍ךծָז䖤⸃⼿ך➂耵أٓؖظ כأٓ կ����䎃ծׅؔדךזה稆勞ז٦ؙ涸وس٦ٖزךٕؒصزؔ ؍ٓٞכٕؒصز ٥ً ٥ٗ،ٔة؎ث؍ر ٝ؎٥زأ؍ذ٦،גחو٦ ٥ٖ կֿ׃ת遤ְأٝرآ ٓ⡲ㅷח㞮 ״ֲׇ❛הف٦؛أسٝ ծٞזח ؍ٓ ٥ً ٦٥ؘؚلװ䏬㕦ךث؍ر ءؙّٖ؝٥ي؎عٝح ٥ٝؖ ر٦ ٝ؎ٔة 䊬ח加ղךծ����䎃،ثطك٥،

Jean-Michel Othoniel in front of his installation eLa Rose du Louvrei, in the Louvre Museum, 2019  © Jean-Michel Othoniel / JASPAR, Tokyo 2020  Photo: Claire Dorn / Courtesy of the artist and Perrotin 



on trees in the garden of the Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice 
(1997).

Between museums and public spaces
In 2000, Othoniel received a public commission for the frst time: to trans-
form the Parisian subway station Palais-Royal h Musoe du Louvre, a cen-
tury after Hector Guimard. In his installation, Le Kiosque des Noctambules 
(The Kiosk of the Nightwalkers), two glass and aluminum crowns conceal 
a bench that invites chance encounters while the city sleeps. His work is 
henceforth split between public places and museum spaces. In 2003, for 
the exhibition Crystal Palace, Othoniel presented his monumental sculp-
tures made of colored blown glass at the Fondation Cartier pour l art con-
temporain in Paris and at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Miami. The 
following year, an invitation to exhibit in the spectacular Mesopotamian 
rooms of the Louvre Museum for the exhibition Contrepoint offered him an 
opportunity to produce his frst freestanding necklaces, including the large 
Rivipre Blanche (White River) with beads adorned with nipples, which 
was then purchased by the Museum of Modern Art of the City of Paris.
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Traveling artwork 
Since 1991, when Othoniel took a long trip to Hong Kong to prepare for 
the exhibition Too French, traveling has become a recurring theme in his 
work. He retained a taste for nomadic creation, producing pieces with 
glassblowers in Mexico, Japan, and India. During his stay in India in 2010, 
Othoniel worked with glassmakers in Firozabad with whom he produced 
a series of works that was presented the following year in his exhibition, 
My Way, at the Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris. Retracing his career 
path from his graduation from the ncole des Beaux-arts in Cergy-Pontoise 
in 1988 to his latest works of art, the retrospective relates the multiplicity 
of his practice and inspiration. After Paris, My Way was presented in 2011 
at the Leeum Samsung Museum of Art/Plateau in Seoul, then in 2012 at 
the Macao Museum of Art in Macao, the Brooklyn Museum in New York, 
and the Hara Museum of Contemporary Art in Tokyo. 

In Asia, and most precisely in Japanese culture, Othoniel discovered that 
beauty is not taboo as it could be in European culture, but a path to the 
sacred and the spiritual. In Japan, Othoniel has worked on several public 
and private commissions, drawing an imaginary map of love, his Map of 
Tendre, by installing kokoros, or heart-shaped sculptures, in gardens, 
including at the entrance of the Hara Museum in Gunma as well as in 
Karuizawa, Nagano, Osaka, and Tokyo. In spring 2013, to celebrate its 

Jean-Michel OTHONIEL Kokoro, 2009
Hara Museum ARC, Gunma.
Photos : Hara Museum ARC

Jean-Michel OTHONIEL Kokoro No Mon, 2014
White Stone Foundation, Karuizawa.
Photo : Goro Nanba

Jean-Michel Othoniel Kin no Kokoro, 2012
Morhi garden, Mori Art Museum, Tokyo.
Photos : Koichiro Matsui
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tenth anniversary, the Mori Art Museum in Tokyo commissioned Kin no 
Kokoro, a monumental heart of gilded bronze beads permanently installed 
in the museum’s Mohri Garden, in which Othoniel associates the recurring 
themes in his work with Eastern sacred symbolism.

Interacting with history and the contemporary
In 2014, Othoniel undertook an outstanding project: the redevelopment of 
the Water Theatre grove in the gardens of the Chateau de Versailles with 
the landscape designer Louis Benech. For this commission, awarded after 
an international competition, Othoniel created three fountain sculptures in 
gilded glass based on choreographies by Raoul-Auger Feuillet, dancing 
master for the court of King Louis XIV. At Versailles, Othoniel discovered 
unprecedented prestige and monumentality. With Les Belles Danses 
(The Beautiful Dances), Othoniel produced the first permanent commis-
sioned work within the palace by a contemporary artist since the eigh-
teenth century.

In September 2019, Othoniel exhibited at the Louvre Museum with a new 
series of paintings specially created for the thirtieth anniversary of the Lou-
vre Pyramid. Hung on the walls of the Puget courtyard, the paintings sub-
sequently entered the museum’s permanent collection. 

At the end of 2018, Othoniel was elected to the Academy of Fine Arts in 
the sculpture section. Since January 2019, he has been helping the Acad-
emy in its mission to defend, promote, and support artistic creation. 

Othoniel is frequently invited to create artworks in situ that interact with 
historical sites, and has also been called upon by contemporary archi-
tects, including Peter Marino and Jean Nouvel, to collaborate on sculptural 
works.  

Jean-Michel Othoniel is represented by Perrotin (Paris, Hong Kong, New 
York, Seoul, Tokyo, and Shanghai) and Kukje Gallery (Seoul and Busan). 
His works can be found in the most established museums of contempo-
rary art, foundations, and private collections around the world.
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In commemoration of the opening of Hirosaki Museum of Contemporary 
Art (Aomori, Japan), Jean-Michel Othoniel will take part in the group 
exhibition Thank You Memory - From Brewery to Creation, showcasing 
a new sculptural work and drawings by the artist that have taken inspi-
rations from apples, the local produce of Hirosaki. The monumental 
2-meter work, specially created for the museum, will vividly infuse col-
ors to the brickwork space. 

For details, please visit the museum website.
https://www.hirosaki-moca.jp/

JEAN-MICHEL OTHONIEL
HIROSAKI MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART
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Jean-Michel Othoniel, The Knot of Eden (in italic) (3D image), 2020. Mirrored glass, stainless steel. 230 x 230 x 160 cm. ©Othoniel Studio
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Othoniel s most comprehensive monograph to date published in the 
Contemporary Artists collection of Phaidon.
In the Interview, the artist walks author Gay Gassmann through the most 
signifcant episodes of his career. Giacometti Foundation Director Cath-
erine Grenier s Survey is a comprehensive and enlightening analysis of 
Othoniel s principal projects and exhibitions. Critic and curator Robert 
Storr discusses The Beautiful Dances, a grandiose fountain-sculpture 
Othoniel made in the Gardens of Versailles in 2015. eStudio Visiti is a 
visual journey through the different places where the artist s creative 
process took place. eArtist s Writingsi features Glass Architecture, a 
panel discussion on Othoniel s work that was held on the occasion of 
his solo exhibition at Perrotin New York in 2018.

Jean-Michel Othoniel. Contemporary Artists Series. 
Gay Gassmann, Catherine Grenier, Robert Storr.
Published by Phaidon Nov. 28, 2019
160 pages, 290 x 250 mm - ISBN: 978 0 7148 7760 0
EUR 36,97 excl. VAT
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